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A Night of Critique!
Bring 250-500 Words To Read For 

Critique
Tuesday, February 11th

Unitarian Universalist Social Hall
2201 Lawton St. in SLO

Our February 11th Meeting

There’s a special treat planned for February: A 
Critique Extravaganza! If you’re not in a critique 
group, do you wonder what it’s like, what kind of 
feedback a NightWriters group would give? If you 
are you in a group, do you sometimes wonder if 
another group of writers would give different 
feedback? Well, wonder no more. 

How to give them, how to receive them, 
anything you want to know. We’ll cover the basics 
of effective critique process and discuss the 
variations that have evolved in our existing groups. 
This is an interactive, hands-on meeting.

Members and guests are encouraged to bring 
250-500 words to read for critique. We’ll hear and 
critique as many pieces as time allows. Our 
experienced panel will give feedback to the reader, 
and we’ll take comments from the general NW 
membership as well. And, don’t forget to also bring 
paper and pen for taking critique notes. 

One of the greatest values of participating in a 
critique process is that you get to hear a variety of 
perspectives and learn by what other writers do 
right—and not so right.  It’s a fabulous way to 
improve your skills! Don't be shy! It will be 
encouraging, informative and fun!  
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Dennis Eamon Young

President’s Message: 
The Center of the Universe

! It’s time for the NightWriters Annual Writing Contest! Check out 
all the details on pages 13 and 14. This year our Committee will 
collaborate with the Central Coast Writers Conference to make it a very 
interesting and unique ride for writers of every level.  

NightWriters has been bringing in entries from far and wide, not 
only from the United States, but also around the world. This gives our 
local people a chance to compete with anyone in the world, writer to 

writer. Each writer is their own “Center of the Universe.” A writer creates a whole new world 
and then populates it with characters to carry the story to its conclusion. So also do we create 
the universe in which we live our lives. We are the main character of our own story, moving 
our plot lines along each day, reaching out to include new characters in our story whether we 
realize it or not.

The best writers come from any and every place in the world. Some folks would have 
us believe that writers in San Luis Obispo could not possibly compete against writers from 
New York or Paris. Perhaps they would be better off just staying within their comfy little 
community in their writing, their contests and their thinking. That is a good definition of being 
provincial. But the fact is, we have many world class writers in our midst here in SLO and 
more yet to come. The “Center of the Universe” for writers is an ever-moving target. 

Winners of the NightWriters contest will have the possibility of publication afterward in 
Tolosa Press papers and upcoming volumes of NightWriters Anthologies, our newest project. 
Judythe Guarnera, our Tolosa Press liaison, is hard at work on the first edition of the 
anthologies, so I can assure you all that it will be well worth waiting for. And first place 
winners of the contest will be unveiled at this year’s Writers Conference. They will read their 
winning entries at the closing assembly to attendees and faculty alike.

Now is the time to sharpen those pencils, dust off those keyboards, clean those screens 
and get to work sharpening those metaphors, tightening those plot lines and freshening up all 
those characters in your heads. It will be another exciting year to be a NightWriter. Come join 
us on a committee level, get to know your Board members and even accept the opportunity to 
become a Board member yourself. It’s satisfying to help create new ideas to benefit your 
writing community and sharpen your own skills at the same time.

For fun and excitement spend an evening with us every second Tuesday of each month. 
Enjoy learning, meeting other writers, networking and sharing creative ideas at these monthly 
meetings. Join or even start your own critique groups (we have mentors to help you do so). 
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Check our website for updates and announcements, follow and comment on our blog, join in 
the NW Online Book Club discussion, and attend NightWriters Unplugged, a new, more 
casual approach to networking and learning. There are so many NW facets to explore.

We’re here to serve you. Take advantage of all we have to offer. 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Excelsior,
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Dennis

Fellow Writers!
! Is a writing partner sick? Need encouragement?
! Getting married or having a baby?
! Suffering from the loss of a loved one?
Email me at jandkvolkov@att.net and I’ll send them a 
card from their SLO NIghtWriters family.
        Kalila

! Kurt Vonnegut wrote about writing in his book Bagombo Snuff Box. This 
month’s newsletter fillers all come from his 8 rules for writing short fiction. Enjoy!

! “Give your readers as much information as possible as soon as possible. 
To hell with suspense. Readers should have such complete understanding of 
what is going on, where and why, that they could finish the story themselves, 
should cockroaches eat the last few pages.”

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ~Kurt Vonnegut~

mailto:jandkvolkov@att.net
mailto:jandkvolkov@att.net
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MUSINGS AND NEWS: Tolosa 
“Don't tell me the moon is shining; show me the glint of light on broken 
glass.” ! ! ! ! ! !                      
! ! ! ! ! ! !  ~Anton Chekhov~

Now I’m not bragging or anything, I’m just saying that I have 
had the best volunteer job in SLO NightWriters. 

At the least, it has sure seemed like that. How much fun is it to 
send someone an e-mail and tell them they’ve been published in our 
local papers, the Tolosa Press publications. 

And getting a return e-mail, one dripping with excitement, from 
that author gives me a thrill every time. That comes right on top of the 
thrill of opening the Tolosa website and seeing yet one more 
NightWriter in print.

Judythe Guarnera,
Tolosa Submissions Manager

So, what does that have to do with you? Well, I’m not giving away anything 
unusual like the Brooklyn Bridge or a new Ferrari, but I do have something special to put out 
there for a lucky NightWriter. And it’s free of charge!

After five years, I’ve decided it’s time to bring in some new blood as Editor/Manager 
of the NW column in Tolosa Press. This will free me to work on the anthology which will 
showcase the best of those columns, a plan that needs to move off the drawing table into 
reality.

It has been an honor and a privilege to manage the Tolosa process. I couldn’t have done 
it without the three outstanding writers, Paul Alan Fahey, Anne Peterson and Willy Brujins, 
who, as the Editorial Committee, have made the Tolosa dream come true. 

To be a part of creating this opportunity for NightWriters to be published is unrivaled. 
The rough spots have been smoothed out, the files are flush with future entries and a 

protocol that has worked, is in place. There is plenty of room for tweaking, adding your own 
branding and also to simplify the process. 

With new management at Tolosa, who indicate they want to continue to support NW, 
this is a good time for another member to step into the driver’s seat and make the NW column 
in Tolosa Press your own. 

If you’re in a critique group, you’re aware of how much one learns from reading and 
critiquing other writers’ work. The Tolosa column is another such opportunity. Looking at the 
writing of others with publication in mind and gauging what Tolosa readers might like has 
honed my own writing skills. My publication credits have increased significantly since I 
became the Tolosa Editor.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chekhov
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chekhov
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If you even think you might like to add this to your writing resume, please contact me 
at j.guarnera@sbcglobal.net  It would be my pleasure to meet with you to discuss if this might 
be the next step you want to take as a writer and as an involved member of NW.

TOLOSA CREDITS

Bonnie Kelly’s “Puppy Presents” topped off the holiday stories in the NW Column in 
Tolosa Press. Sharing the joy of the season with a four-footed friend adds much to those 
special days, as I’m sure readers of the column discovered.!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! In the rhythm of writing,  
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  Judythe

Don’t Forget
SLO NIGHTWRITERS HAS MOVED!

Join us for our wonderful 2014 Meetings!
Our new location is the

Unitarian Universalist Social Hall
2201 Lawton Ave.,  San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Near the Corner of South and Broad, Next to Meadow Park
! We are very excited about our new meeting location, the Unitarian 
Universalist Social Hall in SLO!  We’ll continue our same schedule of every 
2nd Tuesday from 7-9 pm, with social hour starting at 6:30 pm.
! While NightWriters is not affiliated with the UU Church, UU has made their Social 
Hall available and we are renting the space.  The UU is centrally located in the city of San 
Luis Obispo, CA with easy access from the 101 freeway using the Madonna Rd. exit to 
Higuera St. to South St.  There is a large and convenient parking lot on Meadow St. at the 
back of the church with a just few stairs and a handicap access ramp.  

We’ll kick off the New Year of 2014 on January 14th in our new location at the UU 
and continue meeting at the UU from that time forward.  As always, we welcome all writers 
and their guests!  See Map on Page 18.

mailto:j.guarnera@sbcglobal.net
mailto:j.guarnera@sbcglobal.net
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 The 36th Nimrod Literary Awards
! Founded by Ruth G. Hardman, The Katherine Anne Porter Prize for Fiction  and The 
Pablo Neruda Prize for Poetry are among the most distinguished literary prizes in the 
country. Past winners include Sue Monk Kidd, Diane Glancy, Daniel Lusk, Felicia Ward, 
Ruth Schwartz, and Gina Ochsner. 
 ! One of the oldest “little magazines” in the country, Nimrod has continually published 
new and extraordinary writers since 1956.  We are dedicated to the discovery of new voices 
in literature, and the Nimrod Literary Awards are a special way to reward talented poets 
and fiction writers.

! FIRST PLACE: $2,000 and publication
! SECOND PLACE: $1,000 and publication

Contest Rules: Begins: January 1, 2014; Postmark Deadline: April 30, 2014
Poetry: 3-10 pages of poetry (one long poem or several short poems).
Fiction: 7,500 words maximum.
 ! No previously published works or works accepted for publication 
elsewhere.  Author's name must not appear on the manuscript.  Include a cover sheet 
containing major title and subtitles, author's name, full address, phone & email.  "Contest 
Entry" should be clearly indicated on both the outer envelope and the cover sheet. 
Manuscripts should be stapled, if possible; if not, please bind with a heavy clip. 
Manuscripts will not be returned.  Nimrod retains the right to publish any submission.  
! Include SASE for results only.  If no SASE is sent, no contest results will be sent; 
however, the results will be posted on Nimrod’s Web site. Submitters must be living in the 
US by October of 2014 to enter the contest.  Winners will also be brought to Tulsa for the 
Awards Ceremony in October. All finalists will be considered for publication.
 ! Entry/Subscription Fee: $20 includes both entry fee & a one-year subscription (two 
issues).  Each entry must each be accompanied by a $20 fee.  Make checks payable 
to Nimrod.
 ! Send to: Nimrod Journal; Literary Contest--Fiction or Poetry; The University of Tulsa; 
800 S. Tucker Dr.; Tulsa, OK 74104  

! “Every character should want something, even if it is only a glass of water.”

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ~Kurt Vonnegut
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Sharyl A. Heber
Critique Group Chair

“Critique Group Connections”
NW Members—Please, email critique requests to: Sharyl Heber, 
Critique Group Coordinator sharylheber@gmail.com or call her at 
805-528-3116.  We’ll print your specific request in this Critique Group 
Connections*** section of the newsletter for all NW members to view, 
increasing opportunities for NW critiquing.  Use this information to 
find a match for your needs, make contacts, or to start a new group or 
critique partnership. Contact Sharyl for assistance if needed. And, if you 
form a group, please let Sharyl know so she can list it on the website. 

She can also showcase the group’s talent in the newsletter. Critique Group Guidelines are 
available on the website at www.slonightwriters.org.
! ***SLO NW cannot guarantee critique group formation or availability but do we strive 
to facilitate connections between writers so they can initiate and develop their own writing 
affiliations. While we cannot be, and are not, responsible for any outcomes from these 
associations, we hope they lead to great creative magic and magnificent literary works!

 

Critique Group Requests:
Katie is seeking a critique group for YA and FICTION. She is interested in either a critique group, or 
1:1 electronic peer exchange. She has some writing experience and prefers SLO City location. Contact 
Katie at: dreamsofcitylights@gmail.com.

Bill Gloege is looking for a partner to give feedback on his novel, man vs nature genre. It describes a 
family’s escape to the Arctic as they flee severe climate change. He hopes to educate on climate facts, 
but there’s plenty of Hollywood style action and violence. Bill’s previous writing has been technical; 
this is his first fiction. He needs honest, helpful feedback and will reciprocate with any writer of 
fiction, essays, short stories or nonfiction pieces.
Contact Bill at 805-937-4547 or email oflibertysons@yahoo.com

Sheri Humphreys is seeking a critique Group for FICTION - ROMANCE genre specifically, SciFi and 
suspense are fine too.  No specific skill level required.  Preferred location is Cambria, Morro Bay, SLO.  
Contact Sheri at 805-927-2453 or email at sheri@sherihumphreys.com 

Continued Next Page

Poetry Critique Group Emerging! Any poet can join and benefit from peer 
review and exchange. 

Any interested poet can call Irene @ 481-3824 or email irenekooi@gmail.com.
Preferred meeting area is SLO City/Avila Beach. 

mailto:sharylheber@gmail.com
mailto:sharylheber@gmail.com
http://www.slonightwriters.org
http://www.slonightwriters.org
mailto:dreamsofcitylights@gmail.com
mailto:dreamsofcitylights@gmail.com
mailto:Sheri@sherihumphreys.com
mailto:Sheri@sherihumphreys.com
mailto:irenekooi@gmail.com
mailto:irenekooi@gmail.com
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Critique Group Connections, Continued
Kristen Herrera is seeking a critique group for FICTION and YA. Preferred skill level is intermediate 
to advanced/experienced. Preferred location is SLO City area or South County.
Contact Kristen by email: kristenmbriggs@yahoo.com

Tony Taylor is seeking a critique group for FICTION, YA, CHILDREN’S MIDDLE GRADE or 
VARIED GENRES, preferred skill level is advanced/experienced writers. Preferred location is SLO 
City area.
Contact Tony at 805-704-3528 or by email: tony@anthonyjtaylor.com

Rolynn Anderson wishes to organize a NEW PLOTTING GROUP for LITERARY FICTION with 
elements of suspense and mystery.  Preferred skill level is advanced.  Preferred location is Arroyo 
Grande/Los Osos/SLO area.  
Contact Rolynn at 805-473-5847 or by email rolynna@earthlink.net 

Julie Cucchiara is looking for a critique group or 1:1 writing mentor for Fiction, preferred genre 
Comedy. All skill levels. South County location preferred.
Contact Julie at: julie.cucchhiara@gmail.com 

David Flamm is seeking a critique group or peer edit exchange or 1:1 writing mentor/partner or 
editing fee for service, for COMMERCIAL FICTION.  Preferred Skill Level is Intermediate to 
Advanced.  Preferred locations for meetings are SLO City, South County/Santa Maria, Orcutt.
Contact David at 805-868-3779 or by email: david.flamm@yahoo.com    

Christina Grimm is seeking a critique group or peer edit exchange for VARIED NO GENRE 
RESTRICTIONS.  No skill restrictions.  Preferred location for meetings is SLO City, Los Osos, Morro 
Bay, Cambria, but can travel to other locations.
Contact Christina at 805-459-4923 or by email: grimmpsych@gmail.com    

Jill Stegman is seeking a critique group or peer edit exchange for LITERARY FICTION or LITERARY 
HYBRIDS WITH THRILLER, SUSPENSE, MYSTERY.  Preferred skill level is advanced. Preferred 
location for meetings is SLO City, Los Osos, Morro Bay, Cambria or North County.
Contact Jill at 805-466-1956 or by email: jastegman@gmail.com    

Colin McKay is seeking a critique group or peer edit exchange for COMMERCIAL FICTION – CRIME, 
YA, or SCREENWRITING. Preferred skill level is advanced. No location restrictions for meetings but 
would prefer Los Osos, Morro Bay, Cambria.  Contact Colin by email: mckay01@gmail.com

Continued Next Page

mailto:kristennbriggs@yahoo.com
mailto:kristennbriggs@yahoo.com
mailto:tony@anthonyjtaylor.com
mailto:tony@anthonyjtaylor.com
mailto:rolynna@earthlink.net
mailto:rolynna@earthlink.net
mailto:julie.cucchhiara@gmail.com
mailto:julie.cucchhiara@gmail.com
mailto:david.flamm@yahoo.com
mailto:david.flamm@yahoo.com
mailto:grimmpsych@gmail.com
mailto:grimmpsych@gmail.com
mailto:jastegman@gmail.com
mailto:jastegman@gmail.com
mailto:mckay01@gmail.com
mailto:mckay01@gmail.com
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Quote 
of the Month

“Be a Sadist. No matter how sweet and 
innocent your leading characters, make 
awful things happen to them—in order 
that the reader may see what they are 
made of.”

         ! ! ! ~Kurt Vonnegut 

Word of the Month
“Inimical”

Definition: (Adj. Latin: inimicus, enemy) 
1. Injurious or harmful in effect; adverse. 
2.Unfriendly.

Synonyms: Unfriendly, hostile, harmful
The odd mixture of gases in the atmosphere 
around the lovely planet were inimical to 
human life.

Critique Group Connections, Continued 

Deborah Brasket is seeking a critique group, online peer edit exchange, or 1:1 writing partner for 
ADULT LITERARY FICTION, NOVELS AND SHORT STORIES, AND FOR CHILDREN’S MIDDLE 
GRADE NOVEL.  Preferred experience level is intermediate to advanced.  North County is preferred.
Contact Deborah at 221-5405 or by email: dbrasket51@gmail.com

Bill Bloom is seeking co-author/editor arrangements for two projects—one, an autobiography; the other, 
a book about Albert Einstein’s wife. Any fee for service to be arranged between author and editor. 
Contact Bill at 543-1910 or by email: clb4u2c@charter.net

Griselda Rivera is seeking multiple critique groups: MEMOIRS, TEEN & CHILDREN’S, ACADEMIC/
EDUCATION/LINGUISTICS.  
Contact Griselda at grissilvarivera58@yahoo.com

Alycia Kiley is seeking a critique group for VARIED GENRES but primarily POETRY, NON FICTION 
and ARTICLES; skill level is intermediate.  SLO City location is preferred.  
Contact Alycia at 602-7075 or by email,  alyciakiley@gmail.com  

George Klein is seeking a critique group or 1:1 writing mentor/partner for COMMERCIAL FICTION; 
No particular skill level or meeting location restrictions.  
Contact George at 712-3378 or by email, fangio@charter.net  

mailto:dbrasket51@gmail.com
mailto:dbrasket51@gmail.com
mailto:clb4u2c@charter.net
mailto:clb4u2c@charter.net
mailto:grissilvarivera58@yahoo.com
mailto:grissilvarivera58@yahoo.com
mailto:alyciakiley@gmail.com
mailto:alyciakiley@gmail.com
mailto:fangio@charter.net
mailto:fangio@charter.net
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SLO NW e✑Line Edit Exchange
! Can’t find a critique group? Don’t have time for meetings? Have specific needs for 
feedback on your work? Our Electronic Peer Review Line Edit Exchange is perfect for out-
of-town members, or those with restricted time schedules. 
! All E-Exchange Partners are SLO NW members.

• Exchange views with other writers 
• No fees charged, no credit expected or required.
• Participants contact each other, set their own rules and time frames.
• Use your own style of editing/commenting.
• If you don’t find value in the feedback, try someone else on the list.  

" To be added, contact Sharyl Heber (sharylheber@gmail.com) with: Your Name, Email, 
Genre (if you desire a specific one), Skill Level (if you require a specific level). She will add you to 
the list. Then you can reach out on a one-to-one basis and find the right writing partner for you.

!  
SLO Nightwriters

Do you want to kick your writing up a notch or two? 

Writers Bootcamp
Fiction and Narrative Non Fiction Intensive

March 22 & 23
Limited to 8 participants

$325 – two ten-hour day sessions
This is rare opportunity to have your work reviewed and edited by

 leading professionals, Shelly Lowenkopf and Toni Lopopolo.
For more information contact Mary Redmond 

mtredmond@earthlink.net  (805)237-2769

! “Use the time of a total stranger in such a way that he or she will not feel 
the time was wasted.”
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !      ~Kurt Vonnegut

mailto:sharylheber@gmail.com
mailto:sharylheber@gmail.com
mailto:mtredmond@earthlink.net
mailto:mtredmond@earthlink.net
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how. Watch this.” He turned to his son and asked: “Did you hit your sister?” 
! “Yes,” his son confessed immediately. 
! “Did you just tackle Marz?” I ask Kai, watching him roll over our poor cat. 
! “Nope,” he answers without missing a beat every single time. 
! Off to the library we went. He loved it. Some of the books he picked we read only 
once, some we read over and over. Some made him laugh, some made his eyes twinkle and 
some he didn't seem to pay any attention to. 
 ! “This was not the best book,” I mumbled after finishing a story that didn't keep his 
interest. 
! “Why, Mommy?” he sat up straight. “Why was this not the best book?” 
! “Well,” I was taken aback by the seriousness in his voice, “it was boring, wasn't it? I 
didn't think you liked it.”
! “But why was it not good?” he pressed on with a great concern in his big blue eyes. 
! Why? Why wouldn't this be a good book? Who am I to judge? It is true that I didn't 
like it, but my son is seeing the world with an innocence that I don't have anymore. I said that 
the book was bad because I wanted to validate his disinterest. It didn't cross my mind that 
maybe he was fidgeting because he had been sitting quietly for a long time, and no amount of 
love of books can keep a little boy sitting quietly forever. 
! I thought about the influence that adults have over children. We say things, often 
passionately, and they listen. Sometimes they question us, but many times they just accept 
what we say. And then I realized that it doesn't only apply to children. I thought about how 
book reviews affect my decisions. First I read the five-star reviews and think: “I have to read 
this! What a story!” Then I read the one-star reviews and think: “What a piece of crap. No 
way I am wasting my money on this.” Even if I decide to waste my money in the end, I enter 
the book the same way I would enter a haunted forest—I expect bore-me-to-death characters 
behind each tree and monstrous plot holes beyond every hill. 

Member-At-Large Connection
 ! My 3-year-old son surprised me the other day. “Can you take me to 
the library?” he asked.
! “Library? How do you even know about library?”
! “Starky and Starka told me”, he responded, referring to his Slovak 
Grandparents. I knew for a fact that Starky and Starka didn't tell him, but I 
also knew it was pointless to press any further. I can't decide if Kai is 
adorably imaginative, or if he is just a (while still adorable) little liar. 
! “Little kids can't lie,” our friend used to tell us. “They don't know 

Andrea Chmelik
Member-at-Large
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Announcing The Second NW Online Book Club Selection

! The NW Online Book Club book for February 
will be in the spirit of Valentine's day, so we are 
choosing Mara Purl's What the Heart Knows, Book 
One of the Milford-Haven saga. 
! The Milford-Haven novels are based on the 
author’s own hit BBC Radio Drama. Book One 
introduces the beautiful coastal town and its several 
residents, including protagonist Miranda Jones. An 
ambitious young woman whose paintings are 
beginning to succeed in the competitive art world, she 
is also on an internal personal journey to establish her 
own sense of spirituality and purpose.
! Mara will be returning to the CCWC this year, so 
you’ll have the bonus of being able to talk to the author 
directly about her series. Don’t miss this delightful 
February selection of NightWriters Online Book Club. 
It’s available in bookstores and on Amazon in print and 
as an ebook. Enjoy it and join the discussion! 
www.slonightwriters.com!

! We brought the book that was not the best home with us. We read it every night 
before Kai goes to bed. And I have to admit that it is slowly growing on me. Maybe 
“don't judge a book by its cover” should be shortened to simply “don't judge.” 

! Yours, ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! Andrea Chmelik!

! “Every sentence must do one of two things—reveal character or advance the 
action.”

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !      ~Kurt Vonnegut

http://www.slonightwriters.com
http://www.slonightwriters.com
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! “Use the time of a total stranger in such a way that he or she will not feel the time 
was wasted.”
! “Give the reader at least one character he or she can root for. “
! “Start as close to the end as possible.”
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ~Kurt Vonnegut
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Review: January Meeting
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! by: Jan Alarcon

On January 10, 2014, NightWriters met for the second time in our new location, the 
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship Social Hall of San Luis Obispo County, at 2201 Lawton 
Avenue, San Luis Obispo. We are not affiliated with this church or any other—the U.U. 
church has just been kind enough to let us rent their social hall.

We sat on chairs surrounding tables which fostered warm introductions to new 
people and moved barely-known acquaintances further into the path toward friendship. I 
love being with a group of people who have the same goals, hopes and fears that I do! 
Welcome to all those who attended for the first time—I can’t wait to know you better and be 
part of your journey.

Anna Unkovich and Diane Smith gave a 
presentation on Flash Fiction, which is a style of 
writing of extreme brevity—stories are usually 
somewhere between 300 and 1000 words. Flash 
Fiction has all the elements of longer works of 
fiction; suspense, tension, memorable characters, 
and plots with beginnings, middles, and  endings—
just all reduced down to a one tasty gourmet 
morsel of great literature. The Chicken Soup for the 
Soul series are all written in this genre, as are those 
stories submitted to New Times’ annual 55-Word 
Fiction contest.

When writing Flash Fiction it is important 
to choose names for characters that reveal their 
personalities (a Katherine is not a Kathy is not a 
Kate is not a Kissy); tuck important plot points 
into the title; edit out all non-essentials and then 
flip through a good thesaurus to find that one 
perfect word that describes a blue-eyed baseball 
player who will pay for getting lucky that one 
time last spring for the rest of his life.

We were given the opportunity to create 
and read our own Flash Fiction. I loved all the 
stories read but the ones about lice and the trophy 
wife stuck with me. Anna suggested that we read 
our creations to someone else because “if one 
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person calls you a horse, they are crazy; if three 
people do, they are a conspiracy; if 10 people do, it’s 
time to buy a saddle.” Oh, maybe we are supposed 
to read our creations to ten people!

Diane passed out a handout with 
information on flash markets and flash contest. She 
suggested writing your story to include all five 
senses, mentioning that stories about sex, pizza, and 
the beach readily evoke all five senses (and then 
some!)

Lots of announcements were made. We are 
an accomplished group. 2014 will be filled with 
great opportunities to get involved, grow, be 
challenged and interact with one another. Here’s to 
a great productive year for all of us. Anton 
Chekhov: “If you want to work on your art, work 
on your life.” This year I hope to do both. 
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Freelancing: 10 Ways to Satisfy 
Editors and Land More Assignments

There’s a lot of competition out in the freelance world. Here are 10 pointers to help you rise 
to the top and have a more satisfying, efficient and profitable freelance career.
1. Make sure your assignment is actually what you think it is. It can be months 

between getting the assignment and writing it. Be sure you know exactly what you 
agreed to write before you start.

2. Know the editor’s preferences and the publication’s style. There’s a wide 
variation in preferences and style. Study the publication and write it the way they 
want to see it.

3. Getting the lede right can be more important than a good outline. The lede must 
be strong and true to the article’s content. If it doesn’t say, “This is what the article is 
all about!” rework it until it does.

4. Fine-tune as you write, not after you finish. Especially true for longer articles that 
you write in stages, start at the top each time and revise before adding new work.

5. Back it up. Stuff your article with solid quotes, facts and references, and you’ll 
come across as an expert, not just a freelance writer.

6. What are you missing? Keep asking yourself this as you work. Don’t leave readers 
with unanswered questions. Knowing the questions you will answer can help you 
successfully pitch an idea to an editor.

7. Challenge your points with, So what? Information is good, but relevance is better. 
Let readers know why you are presenting the facts, not just the facts themselves.

8. Search out contrary opinions and information. It’s for both fairness and 
thoroughness, and will draw interesting feedback rather than howls of outrage 
because you ignored a rival’s arguments.

9. Use a diverse sampling of sources. This helps broaden the scope of the article and 
it’s less likely to be rejected as “too limited.”

10. Keep tabs on information that might change before publication. The only time 
you will revise a submitted story is when facts change before publication: the 
central couple gets divorced; a featured pet dies; a court decision changes 
everything. You’ll garner a great rep if you catch these things before an editor asks 
you to revise, or (worse) why you didn’t do it before publication.
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Interview with Rebecca Rasmussen
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! by: Andrea Chmelik

died. How much did the journals shape the story you have written? 
! For several years after my grandmother passed away, I kept trying to figure out how to 
create a story that honored her based on what she wrote in her journals. There was a lot of 
unhappiness in her words—to be frank—and a lot of wishing her childhood had been 
different. Both of her parents passed away within a year of each other when she was a 
teenager and she was constantly torn between making martyrs out of them and seeing them 
as real people capable of the very grave mistakes that each of them made. Once I took the 
pressure off of myself and let Milly and Twiss, my main characters, take their own breaths 
(mostly by putting away my grandmother’s journals), the story came to me very quickly, and 
I fell in love with the sisters; Twiss for her adventurous spirit, and Milly for her family-bound 
one. The two sisters in the novel are different from my grandmother and her sister in that 
they cling to each other when the going gets rough, whereas my grandmother and sister 
invested in their new families and children. They invested in moving on. If there is a 
reckoning in the novel, it’s that while familial love can harm you, it can also save you.

Like The Bird Sisters, your second novel Evergreen also focuses on family relationships, and 
on those of siblings in particular. What is it about the topic that draws you so much?
! I am interested in family relationships in general – the core of most of our lives – and 
siblings do hold a very special place for me. My older brother and I survived a lot together as 
kids. We understand each other in a way that no one else does. I treasure my relationship 

! Rebecca Rasmussen grew up in the green and rolling hills of the 
Midwest. Currently, she lives in Los Angeles, California with her husband 
and daughter, where she teaches writing at UCLA. She is the author of the 
novels Evergreen (forthcoming from Knopf in 2014) and The Bird Sisters 
(Crown, 2011). Rebecca's stories have appeared in or have won prizes 
from TriQuarterly, The Mid-American Review, Narrative Magazine, 
Glimmer Train, and elsewhere. She was a keynote speaker at the 2013 Central 
Coast Writers Conference.

The plot line of your first novel, The Bird Sisters, follows two spinster 
sisters, Milly and Twiss, and one summer when everything in their (at 
the time young) lives fell apart. The story was inspired by the journals 
your Grandmother kept for over 40 years and left for you after she 

Rebecca Rasmussen
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with him. I trust him completely. If he jumps, I jump. This is the lifeblood of fiction i.e. where 
the heart is.

How would you compare the experience of writing your first book to writing your second 
one? What was easier? What was harder?
! They were both very difficult in different ways. When I wrote the first book, I was in 
graduate school with only two stories published so far. There was no pressure from agents, 
editors, the publishing world, readers, etc. yet. I felt really free to let my imagination go wild. 
The second book was challenging because suddenly I felt like there were people to please 
(other than me). That did create some pressure. A lot of pressure, actually. I had to find a way 
to shake it off, to stop judging myself so severely. Editing myself before I had a real chance to 
begin. My second book caused me a lot of frustration and sadness and doubt along the way. 
But it was also a project that made me very happy. And proud. Does that make sense? I think 
we experience a wide range of emotions when we are creating art. I am suspicious of people 
who think writing should only be fun. It seems limiting to me. Some days I am a mess when I 
am writing. I am stuck. I am depressed. I am easily irritated. Other days, I am flying, floating, 
free. It is all worth it, though, for that one paragraph. That one sentence. That one little word 
that chugs all the way up the hill and hauls everything else up with it. 
! Beauty—that is what I am after. In all its forms.

You grew up in the Mid-West. You say that you look to the land for inspiration, and the land 
drives your characters to be who they are and how they live and react. Now you live in Los 
Angeles, which I imagine is dramatically different. How does that influence your writing?
! Yes, Los Angeles is dramatically different! I have been working on some short stories 
set here and I have to say I have absolutely loved writing about things like lemon trees and 
succulents and the fine sea air. I do believe Los Angeles will make it into one of my future 
novels—it’s a complicated place and that interests me very much. Place, for me (and 
everyone, I suspect), is more than just a backdrop. It influences every aspect of who we are, 
how we choose to live, and whom we choose to live with. 

Can you tell us what are you currently working on?
! I am at work on my third novel, which I am really excited about. This one is centered 
on a father and daughter. An accident. A death. Cross your fingers for me!

You teach writing at UCLA. What is the favorite piece of advice you give to your students?
! Don’t give up. Even if you have a drawer full of rejections. Keep writing. Keep 
learning. Keep figuring out ways to make language work for you. Love your ideas. Nurture 
them. Nurture you. This is your life. This is your dream. Don’t let it go.
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Enlarged Map of New Meeting Place!
Just to make it as easy as possible to find us, here’s an enlarged street map of our 

new meeting venue, the UU Social Hall, 2201 Lawton Avenue in SLO.
See you there on February11th!

For more information about Rebecca and her books visit:
http://www.rebecca-rasmussen.com
http://thebirdsisters.blogspot.com
http://twitter.com/thebirdsisters
!

http://www.rebecca-rasmussen.com/
http://www.rebecca-rasmussen.com/
http://thebirdsisters.blogspot.com/
http://thebirdsisters.blogspot.com/
http://twitter.com/thebirdsisters
http://twitter.com/thebirdsisters
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Are You Following The NW Blog?

Be sure to check out our Blog for information, insights, encouragement, connections, 
etc. Especially now, during NaNoWriMo month. You’ll find writing prompts, ideas, 
encouragements and lots more. Feel free to leave a comment on any of our posts.

Join us on our Blog: www.slonightwriters.com
You can also access the blog from our website: www.slonightwriters.org

http://www.slonightwriters.com
http://www.slonightwriters.com
http://www.slonightwriters.org
http://www.slonightwriters.org
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Kudos... Kudos... Kudos...

!

Ron Rayborne announces publication of his book, 
Opalescence, on www.Smashwords.com. Ron 
categorizes it as a Dystopian/Time Travel Sci-fi/
Adventure/Romance novel with an environmental 
twist. It’s the first fiction story to take place in the 
Miocene Era, a time that was something of a 
paradise lost, the climax before the coming of the 
told, when life was richer and more exuberant than 
in eras before or after. Opalescence is the haunting, 
powerful tale of two worlds on a collision course 
with destiny. Find it on Smashwords and other 
online e-book retailers.

Children’s Classes 
! Beryl Reichenberg, local children's book author and illustrator, will hold a 
class at Studios on the Park in Paso Robles on February 8 from 2:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
for school aged children. She will help the children make an accordion book form for 
Valentine's Day. 
! Sign up with Beryl at beryl@charter.net in advance; a $5 materials fee will be 
collected at the class. 
! Beryl has published a number of picture books which are available in 
bookstores and children's shops throughout California including Buckets of Books in 
Atascadero and Firefly in Paso Robles in North County.

! “Write to please just one person. If you open a window and make love to 
the world, so to speak, your story will get pneumonia.”

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ~Kurt Vonnegut

http://www.Smashwords.com
http://www.Smashwords.com
mailto:beryl@charter.net
mailto:beryl@charter.net
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Programs and Publicity Committees
! NW is in need of Programs and Publicity Committee Members for 
2014. Committee members work together to make sure our monthly 
meetings, contest and other NW events are distributed properly through the 
social media/print/air venues. Interested in exploring (not committing to, 
just further getting information) this opportunity further? Drop us a line at 
slonightwriters@yahoo.com or contact your Member-at-Large, Andrea 
Chmelik at chmelik.andrea@gmail.com.

Newsletter Positions Open
WordSmiths is looking for writers to help with the editing process 

(checking for typos, etc.) of the NightWriters Newsletter. Health considerations 
are making it difficult for the present editor to fulfill deadlines. If you have 
editing expertise—or would like to develop that skill—please consider helping 
out. Also, WordSmiths is looking for columnists, either occasional or monthly. 
We have a distribution of over 200, which is great for your writing resume. Send 
enquiries to: Newsletter Editor at aim2write@yahoo.com or 
slonightwriters@yahoo.com. Be sure to put “Newsletter Editing/Column” in the 
subject line.
!

Vice President Needed 
! We are looking for someone to fill the position of Vice President on our 
Board of Directors. Our current Vice President, Sharyl Heber, has stepped down 
after filling the office with grace and competence. The Vice President’s duties are 
simple. The Vice President attends monthly Board meetings and votes on issues; 
he/she fills in if the President is not able to attend board or general meetings 
(might happen once or twice a year, if at all), and serves as backup for other board 
positions in emergency situations (hasn’t happened yet!). The Vice President also 
has the option of in stepping as President when the presiding President’s term is 
up. If you are interested in exploring this position, please contact NightWriters, 
with “VP” in the subject line: slonightwriters@yahoo.com
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GREAT BEGINNINGS
...Information for Beginning Writers (and everyone else too)

When You Think You’re Not (Writing) Good Enough...
	
 No one is as hard on us as we are on ourselves. Here are 7 strategies to remember when 
the writing gets really tough, adapted from a blog by Madison Sonnier on 
www.tinybuddha.com.

1. The writers who you compare yourself to compare themselves to other writers, too. It 
might feel as though you are the worst writer in the history of the written word, but it’s 
not true. Every writer, no matter how successful, feels inadequate at times. We all wish we 
could write like someone else, rather than celebrating the uniqueness of our own voice.

2. Your inner critic can be a very convincing liar. It will make you feel like a colossal failure, 
and urge you to go mow the lawn instead of writing. Learn how to shut off your inner 
critic until it’s time for him to come out and play—with the editing after the first draft is 
complete.

3.  There is more right with your writing than is wrong with it. We tend to concentrate on 
what isn’t working and ignore all the wonderful things that do work. Learn how to look at 
the good as well as the not-so-good, and you’ll find that the not-so-good isn’t nearly as 
bad as you thought it was.

4. You need praise and encouragement the most when you feel you deserve it the least. 
When you’re ready to chuck the computer off the roof, it’s time to call on your writing 
mentors and friends. Ask them to list all the good things about your work and listen to 
them. Allow yourself to believe that you are as good as they tell you you are.

5. Write in the now, from the heart, and leave the editing for later. Immerse yourself in the 
world you’ve created, the process of writing, and don’t let concerns about “rules” and 
grammar and punctuation get in the way. All those little glitches can be fixed later. That’s 
what editing is all about. Revel in the joy of creation as it happens.

6. Focus on process rather than perfection, on how far you’ve come not how on far you have 
left to go. Too much emphasis on what you haven’t yet learned and how much you still 
need to improve can throw you into writer’s block. Go back and read what you wrote last 
month, last year, a decade ago. You’ll be astounded—and encouraged—by how much your 
writing has grown. It happens bit by bit, so it’s easy not to see it at all until we stop to look.

7. You can’t love your writing by hating your writing. Telling yourself you’re a failure won’t 
lead to success. Telling yourself you’re not living up to your potential won’t get you to a 
higher potential. The only way to continue growing is to continue writing. And you won’t 
do that unless you love your writing. Celebrate who you are as a writer. Remember: No 
one else can write it the way you can. Each voice is unique and the world needs each one.

http://www.tinybuddha.com
http://www.tinybuddha.com
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Have You Checked Out Our Website Lately? Control Your Own Information!
Post your bio, picture, book covers and ordering links! Contribute a writing blog post! Free publicity!

MEMBER SITE LINKS! 
List your website(s) and blog(s) with live links — makes it easier for the public to find you and helps build your platform!

BOOK REVIEWS!
Get your book reviewed. Write a review—it’s a valid publishing credit!

WRITERS SERVICES!
Do you have a writing or professional skill? Get listed on our new Services Page.

FACEBOOK! 
Become a “Fan” of NightWriters! Visit NW’s Facebook page and sign up today! Also, link your Facebook page and your 
websites and blogs to NW sites!

LinkedIn!
New! Connect with NW on LinkedIn! Help build your author platform with writing professional connections.

    Email all correspondence to: slonightwriters@yahoo.com 
or snail mail to: SLO NightWriters PO Box 6241 Los Osos, 
CA 93412-6241. We must have your current email address in 
order to send the Newsletter and other important NW 
announcements.
      Newsletter Submissions: Send by the 15th of the 
current month for next month’s publication. Send in kudos, 
writing articles, quotes, facts and tidbits, etc. Mark email 
“for newsletter” and send to: slonightwriters@yahoo.com 

President: Dennis Eamon Young 
Vice-President: * Position Open
Secretary: Carol Schmidt
Treasurer: Susan Tuttle 
Program Director: Jeannie Bruenning 
Contest Committee Chair: Tom Snow
Publicity Director: Randy Ross
Membership Director: Hanje Richards
Critique Group Chair: Anita Hunt
Member-At-Large: Andrea Chmelik
Writers’ Workshops Coordinator: Anita Hunt
Tolosa Press Submission Manager: Judy Guarnera 
Welcome Committee: Anna Unkovich
Sunshine Chair: Kalila Volkov 
Website Master: Janice Konstantinidis
Web Assistant: Lila Bhuta
Newsletter: Susan Tuttle 
Art Director: Dennis Eamon Young 
Assistant Secretary: Janice Konstantinidis
Board Assistants: Sheri Heber, Rebecca Waddell

We Need Your Help!
     The success of non-profit organizations like 
NightWriters depends on its members. We all 
have talents other than writing that any 
organization could make use of.
     NightWriters has many special opportunities 
for members to get involved, working “behind 
the scenes.” If you’d like to assist in any capacity, 
email: slonightwriters@yahoo.com

      Notify NW of any change in address or email: 
slonightwriters@yahoo.com.  Join NW and send dues or 
renewal checks (payable to SLO NightWriters) to: SLO 
NightWriters, PO Box 6241, Los Osos, CA 93412-6241. Or 
join/renew online through our website: 

About Our Monthly Meetings
     NightWriters’ Evening Meetings are on the second 
Tuesday of every month, year round. We encourage 
interested visitors to join us at 7:00 pm. Admission is free; 
refreshments are served.
    Next Meeting: February 11th, 7:00 pm, at Unitarian 
Universalist Fellowship Social Hall, 2201 Lawton Avenue, 
San Luis Obispo. 
     Writers’ Critique Groups: For paid members only. These 
groups read and critique each other’s work and discuss 
the business of writing. Visitors welcome; phone ahead to 
make arrangements. See details below, or visit our website: 
www.slonightwriters.org

mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com
mailto:slonightwriters@yahoo.com


      NW Critique Groups are a wonderful benefit of NW Membership. Some groups are full, but many 
welcome visitors. Always contact the group leader listed for specific information regarding group 
availability and visiting options. SLO NW cannot guarantee critique group formation or availability but 
we do strive to facilitate connections between writers so they can initiate and develop their own writing 
affiliations. While we cannot be, and are not, responsible for any outcomes from these associations, we 
hope they lead to great creative magic and magnificent literary works! Contact Sharyl Heber, Critique 
Group Coordinator to list your critique group and critique needs in the NW Newsletter and on the NW 
Web site.  sharylheber@gmail.com 
      Can’t find an existing group? START ONE. It’s easy!  If you’re new at this, don’t be intimidated.  It’s 
fun and there are no lofty requisites. All it takes is two or more folks committed to reading/hearing the 
work of others and providing honest, constructive feedback. Critique groups are not teaching sessions. 
They are writers learning from reading and critiquing each others’ works. Effective formats may include 
exchanging the review/editing service by mail or electronically, or meeting face-to-face and reading aloud 
to each other, or any combination that works for the group. One of our groups takes a lesson/learning 
approach and does practice writing exercises every meeting. Some groups focus on a particular genre; 
others accept all kinds of writing. Each group is different depending on their needs and interests. Group 
members set their own times, dates, meeting locations, and parameters. We have Critique Group 
Guidelines on our website to help get you started and we can provide a mentor to attend a few sessions if 
needed.  www.slonightwriter.org. Contact slonightwriter@yahoo.com or Sharyl Heber, Critique Group 
Coordinator (sheber@charter.net) with your critique needs and genres and she’ll do her best to assist you. 

POETRY CRITIQUE GROUP FORMING
Poetry Critique Group Emerging! Any poet 
can join. Any poet can benefit from input of a 
group, regardless of experience. Call and 
together we can set time and place to meet. 
CURRENTLY OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS
Contact: " Irene Chadwick, 481-3824  
" " irenekooi@gmail.com 

‘JUST US’ CHILDREN’S BOOK 
CRITIQUE
Meets in the South County. Critiqued at a fast 
pace, in a process where members critique each 
other’s writing electronically, followed by a face-
to-face meeting twice a month. Meetings are 
held 1st and 3rd Saturdays at 10
am. Contact moderator for details and 
directions.
CURRENTLY OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS
Moderator:" " Lili Sinclaire, 904-9697   
" " " liliasinclaire@gmail.com 

CRITIQUE GROUPS LISTING

NORTH COUNTY GROUP
Meets the 1st and 3rd Tuesdays from 9:00 am-
noon. Adult Fiction, Memoire, etc (See page 19). 
Non-fiction, too, until another group can start. 
Meets in Paso Robles. CURRENTLY OPEN TO 
NEW MEMBERS
Moderator:" " Lillian Brown, 215-6107
" " " lilliofslo@aol.com 
SLO CRITIQUES
This group has no genre restrictions and no 
skill level restrictions.  Meeting location is San 
Luis Obispo.  The day and meeting times will 
be open to discussion. 
CURRENTLY OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS.
Moderator: " David Schwab, 543-3111 
" " " daveschwab@sbcglobal.net

HI HOPES 
This group was invented to fill a need for a Los 
Osos/San Luis Obispo group that incorporates 
writers who generate stories, essays, novels, 
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CRITIQUE GROUPS LISTING

poetry—you get the picture—writers of any 
description. Whether or not you wish to publish, 
we’ll help you with ideas to improve your 
writing. Led by Sharon Sutliff, we meet on the 
2nd and 4th Mondays at 9 AM and usually 
wrap up in time for lunch. We meet in various 
locations. Call one of the moderators to arrange a 
visit, or get more information. CURRENTLY 
OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS
Moderators:" " Sharon Sutliff, 544-4034
" " " " Audrey Yanes, 748-8600

What If? Writing Group I (a.m. Group)

Meets every Wednesday morning in Grover 
Beach from 10:30 am to 12:30 pm. Not a 
traditional NightWriter critique group. Work is 
produced in each session, then analyzed 
according to the objective of the day’s goal. 
Based on writing exercises designed to jump-
start the creative process (gleaned from a variety 
of published authors), these sessions take writers 
through the process of writing fiction from 
inception of idea to the final resolution. This 
group is for all fiction/non-fiction writers who 
want to learn the process of crafting a well-told 
story while developing their own voice and 
style. We explore such topics as ideas, character, 
story arc, tone, voice, POV, tension, dialogue, 
resolution, writing mechanics, etc. There is a 
small fee involved for this class to cover 
materials. If enough interest is expressed, a night 
class may be started.
CURRENTLY OPEN FOR MORE MEMBERS
Moderator:" " Susan Tuttle: 458-5234
" " " aim2write@yahoo.com

NEW GROUPS FORMING!

ADULT NOVELS
Lili Sinclaire is considering FORMING A NEW 
GROUP for ADULT NOVELS in a process 
where members critique each other’s writing 
electronically, followed by a face- to-face 
meeting.  
Contact:   Lili Sinclaire, 904-9697
   liliasinclaire@gmail.com

POETRY
Irene Chadwick wants to start a new POETRY 
GROUP, open to all poets of all levels. Meeting 
place, time and date to be decided by members 
of the group.
Contact:" " Irene Chadwick:  481-3824
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CRITIQUE GROUPS LISTING

LO PROSE

Meets in Los Osos on the first and third 
Wednesdays at 7pm till usually 10pm. Charlie 
Perryess and Lorie Brallier share hosting 
responsibilities, running a tight ship so that 
everyone can read. No cross talk permitted. At 
the beginning and at our break we socialize. 
We’re all serious but fun-loving. Presently the 
writing covers several genres: YA novels; short 
stories; short stories woven into a novel; 
fantasy; humorous mystery novel; political 
satire novel; and personal essays. We write just 
about everything except poetry.   CURRENTLY 
FULL – NOT OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS but 
guests are welcome.  It may happen that space 
could be made for a compatible writer. 
Moderators:"        Charlie Perryess, 528-4090 
" " " Lorie Brallier, 528-8845

LONG STORY SHORT
Flash Fiction/Nonfiction only meets the 2nd & 
4th Fridays every month, from 10 am to 12 
noon in Arroyo Grande.  Bring paper and 
pencil, or your laptop if you are so inclined—
flash pieces, 1000 word strict maximum.
CURRENTLY FULL – NOT OPEN TO NEW 
MEMBERS – call or email Diane to be placed on 
a waiting list.
Moderator:! Diane Smith 858-414-0070   
" " mdcomposes@yahoo.com
 
NOVEL IDEA

Meets twice monthly on the 2nd and 4th 
Wednesdays in San Luis Obispo, dealing with 
book-length works. The group is fully 
committed to helping one another craft material 
in the chosen genres with helpful critiques and 

encouragement. Marketing techniques are part of 
the on-going exchange. We are currently full but 
welcome one-time guests to observe how our 
group functions in the hope of encouraging 
establishment of new groups. CURRENTLY 
FULL – NOT OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS
Moderator:"" Barbara Wolcott, 543-5240       
                                        

FICTION/NONFICTION
Meets on 1st and 3rd Mondays from 9:00 am to 
noon in San Luis. Members bring original work 
to each session and read aloud to the group. The 
group provides constructive suggestions for 
improving the writing and the structure of the 
stories. Prose forms of literature–short stories, 
novels, memoirs, essays, newspaper and 
magazine articles, travel–are this group’s forte. It 
welcomes writers who are serious about 
producing work for publication. Those interested 
in attending or who need more information 
should telephone.   CURRENTLY FULL — NOT 
OPEN TO NEW MEMBERS 
Moderators:" Terry Sanville, 541-0492 
                    "" Gloria Pautz,   543-2049

SOUTH COUNTY WRITERS
Meets on the second and fourth Saturdays from 
9:30 AM to noon in Grover Beach. This group 
thrives on variety, writing short stories, articles, 
poetry and novels, all genres from fiction to 
biography and memoirs. Members exchange 
work by email at least one week before the 
meeting in order to receive in-depth critiques 
aimed at eliminating weaknesses and increasing 
strengths in everything from plot and character 
development to grammar and proper manuscript 
preparation. Intermediate to to advanced writers 
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are welcome.  We meet in a casual and fun 
atmosphere and are serious about fully 
developing each member’s writing talent, 
whether for publication or self-satisfaction. 
Visitors are always welcome.
CURRENTLY FULL – NOT OPEN TO NEW 
MEMBERS 
Moderator:" " Judy Guarnera, 474-9598 
                           " j.guarnera@sbcglobal.net

WHAT IF? WRITING GROUP II

For all writers of fiction and creative non-fiction. 
Meets every Wednesday in Los Osos from 3:00 
pm to 5:00 pm. Not a traditional NightWriter 
critique group. Work is produced in each 
session, then analyzed according to the objective 
of the day’s goal. Based on writing exercises 
designed to jump-start the creative process 
(gleaned from a variety of published authors), 
these sessions take writers through the process 
of writing fiction from inception of idea to the 
final resolution. This group is for all writers who 
want to learn the process of crafting a well-told 
story while developing their own voice and 
style. We explore such topics as ideas, character, 
story arc, tone, voice, POV, tension, dialogue, 
resolution, writing mechanics, etc.   
CURRENTLY FULL—NOT OPEN TO NEW 
MEMBERS 
Contacts:" Susan Tuttle, 458-5234
" " aim2write@yahoo.com

CRITIQUE GROUPS LISTING
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